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However, many Americans may find it difficult to use their credit cards or e-wallets like PayPal for paying on
international online casino sites. You may have to check on the pages of the casino online of your choice, but
generally US players can use the following deposit methods in online casinos: Prepaid cards, such as Ukash
With regard to cashing out your winnings, you need to check with the internet casino you want to use which
method is best for US players. Parimutuel Explained Parimutuel betting is a type of wagering where the final
payout is determined after all bets are made. That differs from fixed odds betting where you know the payout
when you place your bet. Perimutuel betting is popular form of gambling in a lot of US states. These are
places where you can bet on an event without actually being physically present at the location where the event
is unfolding. All bets are pooled together and the house takes its fee. Once betting closes, the payouts on the
outcome are finalized based on how much money is in the pool and the results of the event. But the odds are
indicative of the popularity of the horse relative to others. So much so that many gambling expressions and
phrases are now common household expressions, such as wildcard, up the ante, poker face, and many others.
Fantasy sports are a multi-billion dollar industry as is online casino gaming. Americans also now have access
to casinos online from all around the world that both accept US Dollars and offer every kind of game they
could want in multiple varieties including video poker, slots, craps, baccarat, Keno, blackjack, roulette, and
countless others. What were the first gambling laws enacted? And in , the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act
allowed tribes to offer gaming on their reservations in order to generate revenue. Meanwhile, the Federal Wire
Act of prohibited wagering on sports between states. Brief history of gambling in the United States Since the
time that Native Americans gambled for food and necessities and bet on physical activities, gambling has been
an integral part of United States history. It became a more prominent part of society when the British settled in
America, bringing European games like cards and the idea of lotteries. Early cities and towns centered on
saloons and gambling halls and soon other forms of gambling like lotteries began to gain popularity.
Gambling has always been popular and has a long history in North America and the United States. Native
Americans enjoyed different games of chance and first settlers brought card and dice games from Europe to
North America. Gambling was at first concentrated in New Orleans and the areas around the Mississippi.
During the Gold Rush era, gambling spread west and San Francisco became the new center of American
gambling. Following the Civil War, gambling experienced a resurgence in popularity in the south as well as in
old frontier towns like Deadwood, South Dakota and Dodge City, Kansas, whose names still remain
synonymous with gambling today. In the years to follow, lotteries and gambling activities became part of the
activities of the criminal underworld and were run by the mafia and other organizations before and during
Prohibition. In the 21st century, riverboat and land casinos can now be found in many other states, as can other
forms of gambling like off-track betting, lotteries, and scratchcards. But the largest gambling growth in
America has come online. The mids poker boom put countless millions of American players in touch with
online casinos, allowing them to enjoy playing blackjack, sports betting, slots, and more online. Responsible
Gaming for Americans Americans have many resources for responsible gaming and problem gambling. The
National Center for Responsible Gaming is dedicated to researching the subject and promotion education and
awareness http: Help can be found there, as well as through Gamblers Anonymous, http: Those with problems,
or those concerned about a friend or family member with a problem or addiction, are free to use the search
engine to find open or closed meetings located in every state around America.
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NASCAR Tennis To tie all of this together and make it much more clear, we are going to show you two
different examples of fantasy sports and how they are set-up. This specific example is about American football
as it is the most popular sport for fantasy sports, but keep in mind the setup is the same for most sports.
Example One - Exclusive Private League Format This format is what we will refer to as an "exclusive style"
private league format. This format is going to be the most similar to a neighborhood fantasy football league
that you may have participated in before. What we mean by this is the following: They are excluded once they
are selected. If someone selects Tom Brady to be on their team, no one else can select Tom Brady. Private This format is a league between friends that you must be invited too. These are typically smaller and also have
a smaller potential for big payouts unless you are playing in a huge buy-in league with a lot of risk. League
Format - This refers to the duration of the contest as well as how a participant wins. The duration in this
format is usually the length of the season. In this format, a participant wins by defeating a single opponent that
is pre-selected each week. The Example A group of friends get together and are going to compete in a fantasy
football league. The friends take turns drafting a certain number of players to be on their virtual team to fill a
certain number of positions. These players are picked from the current pool of players in the NFL. The NFL
players are never notified they are now "on your fantasy team. It might be surprising to you that we felt the
need to point this out, but you would be pleasantly surprised. After a player is selected, no other player can
select them in this most basic format this will change in other formats we will discuss later. After the friends
had finished their virtual draft, each of them would now have a collection of real NFL players that are on their
fantasy team. Each week, the friends will all select which of their players they want to "start" and have active
for their team that week. There are specific limitations on how many players from each position can be playing
for you to ensure that every team has the same number of players from the same positions. As the actual NFL
games are played for that week, the friends are awarded points based on how their active NFL players
perform. For example, each of the friends is required to have one quarterback playing. Every time Aaron
Rodgers throws or runs for a touchdown, you get a certain amount of points. Every time he passes for a certain
amount of yards, you get a certain number of points. This is the same for all of your positions on your team.
At the end of the week, the owner of the virtual team with the most total points is the winner. Typically in this
league style format, every virtual team does not play against all of the other virtual teams. They have their own
season where they will play against one other friend in the league. If they score higher than that friend, they
get a win, and their friend gets a loss. The next week they will play against another one of their friends in the
league in the same format. The season-long winner is determined by a playoff system that operates the same
way. Score more points that the person you are playing against, and you win. Throughout the duration of the
league, the friends are also able to trade players and pick up new players if they become available. As the
person in charge of your virtual team, you are referred to as the owner. It can sometimes be a little bit longer,
but the point is that it is over and winners are paid out in a much shorter time frame than the league format.
Open - This format allows players to pick whoever they want to be on their fantasy team. There are
restrictions we will discuss, but any participant has the ability to select any player no matter how many other
participants have selected them. If everyone wants Tom Brady, everyone can have Tom Brady. There are
strategy drawbacks to this we will discuss later, though. The standard format here also has all participants
competing against all other participants at the same time. Highest point total wins. The Example You want to
play fantasy football for the Sunday games only for the first week of the season. You can only select one
player for each slot. The common slots are the following for a total of nine players: Now, you might think that
most participants are just going to pick only the best and that will be that. To combat this, each player active
has a price tag on them for that week. You must fill all of your spots while staying within those budget
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constraints. After you have your roster selected, you are locked in for the competition. There are no trades or
picking up new players unless you make a change before the games start. The virtual team with the most
points at the end of the day will be the winner. Points are awarded in the same fashion as the league format.
The more positive things the player does, the more points they are awarded. Ultimately, if you pick the players
that perform the best for the duration of the competition, you are going to be the winner. We will discuss how
the payouts work for this format in the dedicated Daily Fantasy Sports section below. Daily Fantasy Sports Rules and Examples The fastest growing sect of fantasy sports is daily fantasy sports. As we identified in the
example above, these competitions are typically much shorter in length than the traditional league format and
usually pit participants against all of the other participants at the same time. These competitions also normally
use the open format allowing any participant to select any player they want, regardless of how many times
they had been selected by other participants. For the remainder of this article, this is the format that we will
focus on as it is the most popular, fastest growing, and offers the biggest and best opportunities to make
money. Rules for Picking Players Picking players in a daily fantasy sports format are based on getting the
highest performing players while still staying within your salary cap. When you enter a competition, you are
given a certain amount of virtual money known as your salary cap that you are allowed to spend to fill your
spots. This number has absolutely nothing to do with how much the entry fee for the competition is or
anything like that. It is strictly play-money that everyone gets. You are allowed to pick any players you want
to be on your team as long as you stay within the salary cap limits. You will not be able to see who everyone
else is selecting until after the games begin and your picks are locked in. This is extremely important when it
comes to strategy as we will discuss later. For now, just realize that you are able to pick anyone you want for
that week. Scoring Points Points are scored based on how well the players on your team you have active do for
that game. When the competition is set-up, these scoring rules will be clearly laid out as they are important for
you to pay attention to when selecting your team. For example, some formats tend to give a lot more points to
the things quarterbacks do. If this is the format you are playing in, you probably want to spend more money on
a great quarterback and cut back in some other departments. We are only referring to your virtual salary cap
money that you get. Here is an example of the scoring set up for the quarterback position on DraftKings, a
popular daily fantasy sports betting website. You would receive the following points for the QB position: The
team with the most overall points is the winner and the teams below that are ranked in order of total points. In
daily fantasy sports, there are two main types of competitions you can enter into - Cash Games and
Tournaments. Cash Games Cash games are set up and scored exactly the same as we laid out in the sections
above. The difference is in how they are paid out. In this format, it does not matter if you finish first or th; the
payout is exactly the same. The second format, head-to-head, is a format where you only compete against one
other player. Score higher than that player and you double your money. The player you play against could be a
random person, or it could be a friend that you invite to your head-to-head competition. It does not matter how
many points you score, but only that you score more than the person you are competing against. The important
part to note about this format is that nothing else matters except making it into the payout zone. All that
matters is you finish ahead of the number of players you need to, and you will double your money. Note that
the most you can make in this format is 2x your money. In this format, team selection and scoring rules will be
the same as outlined above and the same they are in the cash game format. The difference here is that you will
be competing against every single player in the tournament at the same time. In this format, it does matter how
many points you score and not just that you eek into a scoring zone. You can expect that the top 15 people will
get paid something with 14th getting more than 15th and so on with 1st place getting the most money. The
reason this format is commonly referred to as GPP is that most of the online sites running these competitions
will guarantee a prize pool for the competition. What does that mean? The sportsbook would need to get
entrants to meet their guarantee and not have to add any additional money. If the tournament gets more than
the needed entrants, the additional money just goes into the prize pool. The sportsbook does not cap the prize
pool; they only guarantee that no matter how few entrants they get, the payouts will be of a certain size.
Benefits of Playing Daily Fantasy Sports Shorter Season, Faster Payouts Fantasy sports are a lot of fun, but
they take a huge time commitment and require you to be attentive for the entire duration of the season. Some
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people are ok with this, but others prefer the freedom and flexibility to get in and be done with a competition
in a day or a week. This means that if you absolutely crush it, you are able to get your winnings immediately
without having to wait months on end to see if your win holds up. Not Tied to a Failing Team One of the
worst things about season long fantasy sports is the fact that you are stuck with the team you draft from day
one.
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The greatest athletes on earth push their bodies to the limits and perform to the very edge of their abilities in
search of ultimate glory. We treat sports betting online in exactly the same way â€” putting our knowledge,
skill, and betting prowess to the test as we try to come out on top in the eternal battle against the bookies!
Sports betting has been revolutionised by the internet and the days of filling out complicated coupons in
betting shops have been replaced by the simplicity of online bookmakers. Many of the top sports betting sites
are managed by well-known high street names, but there is an ever-growing number of online sportsbooks
which are equally safe and secure to bet with. Opening an account takes just a few minutes â€” simply register
with a few personal details, make a deposit, and start betting. Every sport is different but most follow the same
basic betting guidelines â€” you bet on a team or an individual to win a specific match or tournament and if
your prediction is correct, you win money! The beauty of sports betting online is that bookmakers can offer a
much wider range of betting markets, so you can bet on anything from the total number of goals or points to
the outright winner of a competition. Why You Should Bet Online Sports betting online has completely
changed the way bookmakers offer their services to customers. Instant internet technology has made it
possible for the best betting sites to embrace live in-play betting and live streams of events as they happen.
Mobile betting is another area which has increased hugely in popularity over recent years, owing to the
proliferation of smartphones. Technology has also helped improve banking options, safety and security.
Reputable sports betting sites have introduced highly secure systems to keep your details and money safe. We
only recommend the most trusted sports betting sites to our members, so you can relax in the knowledge that
your data is secure. Online transactions are now completely safe, and the best bookies accept payments
through a range of different methods which include debit and credit cards , Paypal , bank transfers, online
e-wallets, and even Bitcoin. Depending on where you are in the world, the sportsbook, payment method, and
currency you use are likely to vary. How to Choose the Best Sports Betting Sites Our sportsbook reviews will
provide all the information required to choose the right betting sites for you. Some of the most important
things to consider when deciding where to bet include: Finding the best odds on a regular basis across a range
of sports Picking the most secure betting sites to guarantee safety Using online bookmakers with regular bonus
and reward offers Finding online betting sites with the best mobile betting apps Joining online bookmakers
that offer services in your preferred language and currency These are just some of the things we take into
account when putting an online sportsbook through our rigorous review process. Also steer clear of online
bookmakers that limit maximum bets â€” or worse still, charge fees for withdrawals. Every one of us at Sports
Betting Online has a wealth of experience of professional gambling and making money from sports betting as
a living. Our online bookmaker reviews are completely independent and unbiased, and we scrutinise every
betting site before we recommend them to you. Our sports betting guides, free tips , and strategies are written
by industry experts with the aim of creating the greatest online sports betting portal on the internet. Through
our own research and feedback from our community, we highlight the worst betting sites and rogue operators
and keep an up-to-date blacklist of bookies. Scam sportsbooks and illegal bookmakers never make it through
our strict review process, so our members can join any one of our recommended betting sites with peace of
mind. The best online betting sites can now reach customers in every corner of the globe â€” which means
every site has got to do more to stand out from the crowd and earn our business. Online bookies now offer a
whole host of bonuses and free bets to either entice new customers or persuade existing customers to carry on
playing. There are some genuinely massive bonus offers out there, ready to be scooped up if you open an
account and start betting with the sportsbook in question. We keep track of the latest promotions at all the top
bookmakers and list them all for you on our free bets and bonus pages. You can read our guide to the
overround and the importance of hunting for value in sports betting to get a clearer idea of how online
bookmakers set their odds and make a profit. The simple rule of thumb is: As for the way odds are displayed,
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that may depend entirely on where you are in the world. Odds listed in a fractional format are usually
associated with the UK, while Europeans will be more familiar with decimal odds. US bettors will easily
understand American odds , and Asian punters are more likely to be used to Malaysian odds , Honk Kong
odds , or Indonesian odds. Thankfully, most online bookmakers give you the choice of how the odds are
displayed on your account so you can stick with what works for you. Understanding the Different Types of
Sports Bets Another advantage of sports betting online is that bookmakers can offer as many different bets as
they can come up with. However, with over betting markets on high-profile matches, it can be quite the
minefield for punters to navigate. Match result The most popular type of bet is a simple wager on who will
win the game or match. Asian handicap This bet removes the possibility of a draw and offers more balanced
odds when one side or player is clearly superior to the other. This means the bookies can offer close to even
odds on both sides, even when they are completely mismatched. Totals betting This is another very common
betting market which asks you to predict how many points or goals will be scored by both teams combined in
a match. Both teams to score Usually associated with football, but also used in several other sports, this is a
simple two-way bet where you predict whether both teams will score in the match or not. Odds can be very
high in this market, but you must predict home, away or draw as well as whether or not both teams will find
the net. Correct score This is a simple bet to predict the final score of the match. Again, the odds will be
generous due to the difficulty of predicting the exact score of the game. First player to score Pick a player to
score the first goal, try, or point of the game. They must be the first player to score for either side. First team
to score This is much the same as the above bet, but with this market, you only need to predict which team
will score first in the match, regardless of which player hits the back of the net. It allows you to predict the
number of corners in a game. Card betting Bookmakers also offer odds on red and yellow cards for each game.
If you think a particular fixture is likely to be a fiery one, this can be a very profitable bet. The most common
market is total cards, where you predict how many cards or card points will be amassed during the match with
some bookmakers, a yellow card is allotted a value of 10 points and a red card 25 points. Set up a betting bank
and stick to your staking plans. Spot the value bets and take the best odds every time. Use our professional
strategies and staking plans, take the best bonuses we can find, and join our top-rated bookmakers so you get
the best odds on every bet. Stop standing on the sidelines and get involved in the action! Get started with our
highest-rated betting site today.
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But we realized that, to some bettors, the number of articles on the basics might present a problem. In
addition, we also like to post articles offering pro tips, whether about certain sports or simply about how
sportsbooks are run. This is going to be a pretty long guide, but we suggest that novice bettors make sure to
bookmark it. This information will almost definitely prove useful to you as you get your start. You might feel
lured in by the promise of winning, while your more practical side is screaming at you that the threat of losing
is simply too great to risk it. Now, there are some circumstances under which we absolutely would not suggest
for you to engage in the practice of sports betting. You can make a lot of money on sports betting, but no one
wins every time. More importantly, however, is whether or not you are the type of person who is likely to
develop a gambling addiction. While it is often our opinion that sports betting is different from other types of
gambling , those with particularly addictive personalities may still be likely to spend too much and hurt their
financial lives in the process. So whether or not you have a decent bankroll, stop and think about whether or
not you are the type of person who is able to bet responsibly. And in some places where it is legal, there are
certain rules regarding what you can and cannot place bets on. Now, since many sportsbooks are online and
not situated in one physical location, these rules might be bendable for some. But you ultimately have to figure
out whether or not betting is even remotely legal for you, and then decide whether or not you are comfortable
with the idea from an ethical standpoint. There are some professional sports bettors out there, people who
make a great deal of their income from this hobby alone. Are you hoping to be one of them? Or are you just in
it for the excitement? The answer to this question will likely determine how you go about betting in the first
place. You have the option of putting forth very little effort. Those who are in it for the excitement will
sometimes lose more than they can afford, whereas those who do not engage themselves in the process will
make a bit of money but will not necessarily enjoy it. Fundamentals of the Sports Betting Process These next
few steps are the building blocks you must put together to become a true sports bettor. The most important
lines will be determined by the sport upon which you are betting. For instance, in baseball and hockey, most
sports betting is done by the money lines. In basketball and football, most bets usually pertain to the point
spreads. We will also tell you how to figure out implied win rates and lines no-juice lines. Lines written in this
fashion may seem counterintuitive to many beginners, largely because positive numbers actually indicate
which team is expected to lose, whereas negative numbers signify that the team in question is favored by the
sportsbook. As you can see, reading decimal lines can actually be faster than reading American lines once you
understand the numbers. If you ever want to convert the lines from American to decimal or vice versa, the
formula is rather simple. If you are looking at a favored number, the equation is slightly similar but you
reverse the position of the line. So rather than dividing into the line, you divide the negative line number into
It actually comes out to 1. You can also convert lines in the other direction. To convert the 2. Note that you
will know when you are doing the conversion for an underdog, because it will always be greater than 2. When
numbers are less than 2, you know that they are for favored teams. In these cases, you want to subtract one
from the decimal line and divide the number into Note that this is not actually the exact outcome of the
equation, but it can be hard to get precise numbers when converting favored teams. You will usually have to
approximate. An implied win rate is a percentage that gives you an idea of just how much the sportsbook has
favored one team over the other. This is the result of the juice that we mentioned earlier, which ensures that
the sportsbooks will make a profit. For favored teams, forget that the line is negative. Treat it as a positive
number, add it to , and divide that number into the value for the line. It is much easier to figure out implied
win rates for decimal lines. All you have to do, whether you are looking at the underdog or the favored team,
is divide the line into 1. So, for our example lines of 2. If you use the approximation of 1. As we have said
above, the juice is how sportsbooks ensure that they will profit from sports betting, which means that implied
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win rates are imperfect as long as juice is factored in. To figure out the no-juice lines, you will first have to
follow the steps above to find the implied win rates. So, using our examples of To get the actual no-juice line,
you multiply this number by , subtract their sum from , and divide the whole thing by the no-juice percentage.
In other words, â€” [ x. Again, you will be adding the implied win rates, this time dividing them into the win
rate for the favored team. Then, figure out the revised money line by subtracting this number from 1, and then
dividing that into the result of the no-juice percentage multiplied by This gives you x. If you want to do this
with decimal lines, you follow the same first step for each to find no-juice percentages. We have already given
you these for our example numbers, at values of As you can see, the decimal lines are still pretty different, but
the American lines are almost identical without juice. This underscores the fact that sportsbooks tend to ensure
their income through the money they charge on the juice for bets on favored teams. You will especially be
betting on money lines if you prefer to bet on baseball or hockey. In basketball and football, it is generally
only common to bet on money lines if you are betting on the underdog, as money lines for each of those two
sports tend to be rather high and charge a lot of juice on favored teams. When you bet on the money lines,
literally all you are betting on is whether or not a particular team is going to win the game. You will also see
money lines on other types of bets, as a means of telling you the payout for each one. These are not the most
common type of wager, but they occur with relative frequency in all major sports. All that matters is the total
between them. So in a game between two teams in which the given total is , you might bet under if you expect
a low-scoring game in which neither team clears points. You might also bet over if you expect both teams to
score well over , or even if you just expect one team to score enough to clear the difference. If, however, the
above game results in a combined score of , the game will result in what is known as a push. This means that
nobody wins, and all of the money is refunded. Sometimes, sportsbooks will try to prevent this from
happening by setting totals numbers with half-points on the end. The point spread will always be the same
number for each team, and again the positive number will denote which team is the underdog while the
negative number indicates the favorites. The money lines for each team, however, may differ slightly. Point
spreads are the most common type of bet for basketball and football games. The way point spreads work is
that the favored team has to win by more points than indicated by the spread, while the underdog has to either
win the game or else simply lose by fewer points than indicated by the spread. Since there are technically
more outcomes that will allow the underdog to beat the spread, you will sometimes see more juice charged on
the underdog when you are betting on point spreads. Also note in the above example that the point spread is
given a half-point, meaning that Cleveland must lose by 12 or less or else win the game , while the Warriors
have to win by 13 or more. A push in regards to point spreads is when the difference between the two scores is
exactly the same number as the number listed for the point spread, similar to its definition in totals play. It is
not too difficult to understand why many sportsbooks prefer to use half-points to prevent this from happening.
Parlays are similar to betting point spreads, but in this case you are betting on more than one game at the same
time. The first thing you need to know is that they are incredibly risky, since losing any one of the games that
you add to your parlay results in a loss on the whole thing. The reason that some people like to bet parlays is
that the odds appear to be greater. The money line for a parlay will usually be determined by taking each of
the decimal lines for the teams that you have wagered on, multiplying them by one another, and converting
them to the appropriate money line. However, they do not always work this way, and each sportsbook may
vary in how they arrive at their given payout. Many, for instance, will ignore the money lines for each team in
the parlay and simply set their odds according to how many teams are included. Also note that many
sportsbooks will offer teasers, parlays in which the spreads have been altered to make them easier to beat.
However, the payout on such bets is usually far less than it would be for a standard parlay, and the odds of
winning every bet included in the parlay are still rather low. There are other bets that we have not covered in
detail, such as futures, prop bets, and more. However, they may simply lead up to smaller championships,
usually with a slightly smaller payout. Proposition bets, or prop bets, are generally bets on specific stats. There
is an immense variation in which prop bets might be offered at various sportsbooks. These bets are not
necessarily too common for beginners, although they can certainly be fun in moderation. The odds of winning
prop bets will depend upon the nature of the prop bets themselves, so be sure not to overdo them and only
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make use of prop bets at your utmost discretion. This covers most major types of bets, and should certainly get
you through the basics of what you need to know. Any information you are looking for that is not covered by
the above regarding various types of wagers will likely fall far outside the purview of a beginners guide to
sports betting such as this one. But who are the people setting these lines in the first place? More importantly,
just how do they operate? Well, usually, sportsbooks will open their lines fairly early. Things start to change,
however, as more and more bettors make their plays. As we have mentioned before, the oddsmakers have to
make sure that approximately equal numbers of bettors are betting on each side of the line if they want to
make sure that they make a solid profit from the juice. As bettors make their plays at the sportsbooks, the
bookmakers look to see which side is getting more bets and adjust the lines to try and lure more bettors into
betting on the side that has been neglected by comparison. Once the sportsbooks begin to achieve a balance
between bets on each sides of the lines, they will likely start to raise the betting limits.
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